Scenes from the AAID

Anthony Grassa, left, and Tim Ritchey of ACE Surgical Supply are available for questions at booth Nos. 215/217.

The team at BioHorizons, booth No. 201, includes, from left, Michael Smith, Marcus Himes, Karen Mack and Jon Berger.

A crowd of AAID attendees gathers at the Impladent booth, Nos. 417/419.

Blake Baucom of Osteogenics Biomedical, booth No. 416, introduces an attendee to the company’s Cytoplast product.

Matthew Topf, left and Kevin Kim in front of the DoWell booth, Nos. 131/133.

Tyler Ong talks with an AAID attendee at the OCO Biomedical booth, Nos. 413/415.

Justin Stefanick of Piezosurgery offers tips and advice to an AAID attendee at the company’s booth, Nos. 331/333.
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Attendees visit the Zest Anchors booth, No. 520, to learn more about the company’s Locator attachment.

DENTSPLY Implants, booth Nos. 313/315/317/319, offers dental products for all major implant systems.

Dr. Gerald Niznick, president of Implant Direct, at the company’s booth, Nos. 412/414. Stop by to learn more about its products.

Emiko Ota, marketing director at Osada, demonstrates to an attendee the company’s piezoelectronic ultrasound system with the help of an egg at booth No. 328.

Aaron Joseph answers questions for an AAID attendee at the Glidewell booth, No. 526.

Bobak Izad at the Hiossen Implants booth, No. 620, is available to provide information about the company’s latest products.

AAID attendees flock to the MIS booth, No. 301, to learn more about the company’s innovative products.

From left, Art Micheli, Tom Brell and Jeff Bierks smile at the Imaging Sciences booth, Nos. 211/213.

Denise Manekas and James Espinoza can show you all the benefits of the ANEW Implant at the Dentatus booth, No. 420.